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The idea is to create a place where there will be a special space where the people will be able
to study the books they want to buy and have the time to examine them and don’t make a rush
purchase. The purpose is to create a place where you can also study some books you can’t
afford to buy.
Anastasia Siatou , 22 years old philosophy graduate and a master’s student in
the field of philosophy.
Here is her story : “As a book addict and person who wants to learn new things all
the time, I usually find myself in the difficult place of not having the money to buy
all the books I want or pay the lessons for the things I want to learn.
Need is a great motivation so I came up with my idea of a book place, a different
bookshop or as I like to call it, a world of books and knowledge.
The idea is to create a place where there will be a special space where the people
will be able to study the books they want to buy and have the time to examine
them and don’t make a rush purchase.
My purpose is to create a place where you can also study some books you can’t
afford to buy.
My own need was a motivation but the biggest motivation was the need of many
people to learn and I want to give them that even if they can’t afford to buy books.
Furthermore, I want to create a library with books from donations and a «give
one-take one book» space and make books therefore knowledge accessible to
everyone.
I want to create a social business, a social bookstore which will also offer seminars on various subjects done by volunteers so I can offer lifelong learning to
every person who wants to learn and can’t access this knowledge in any other
way. My wish, my hope and my dream is to create a house for books, knowledge
and for all of us who love both of them.
My moto? Let’s book our world!!!”
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